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MEASUREMENT OF FLYING QUALITIES OF A DEHAVILLAND#

MOSQUITO F-8 AIFKUWE (AAF NOB 43-334960)

11 - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

By H. L. Crane, D. B. Ta~age, and Y{.E. Gray, Jr.

SUMMARY

This report presents the results of tests to deter-
mine the longitudinal stability and control characteristics
and the stalling characte.rlsticsof a DeHavilland Yoaquito
F-8 airplane. This report has no bearing on “theperfomn-
anoe characteristics, which were not mqasured, but which
were considered to be exceptionally good. Some desirable
features of the longitudinal handling qualities of tie
F-8 airplane were: -

1. The control forces in accelerated flight were
within the 7 to 38 pound per g range specified as
satisfactory over the test center-of-gravity range
(33~k h 38.1 percent mean aerodynamic chord).

2. The elevator control was adequate for longi-
tudinal oontrol during take-off and landing and to
reaoh the stall in straight or turning.flight.

3. The trim changes due to flaps; power, and
landifiggear were not exoessive and the power of
the elevator trimming.tabs was adequete. .

~. The stalling.characteristics were very good
with adequate warning in the form of buffeting and
pitching. Lateral control ootildbe maintained after
the buffeting and pitc~ng occurred. Recovery was
easily accomplished by application of down elevator.
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Some undesirable features of the longitudinal
handling qualities were:

1. The airplane was sltghtly ~stable stiok
fixed in the rated-power clean, gliding, landing,
approach, wave-off, and muising conditions with the
normal center-of-gravity position.

2. The airplane was neutrally stable or slightly
unstable stiok free in the rated-power clean, landing,
approach, and wave-off conditions with the normal
center-of-gravity position.

3. Although stable stiok free the ajrplane was
unstable stick fixed In high-speed tu?ms with the
normal center-of-gravity position.

INTRODUCTION

Flight tests have been made to determine the flylng
qualities of a DeHavlllsnd Mosquito F’-8airplane. This
report presents the results of the tests to de~ermine the
longitudinal stability and control charactertstios and
the stalling characteristics. The results of the tests
to determine the lateral and directional stability and
control characteristics have been presented in psmt I
(reference 1).

.

DESCRIPTION

The version of the hlosqultotested was a Canadian
built, camera-equipped F-8 airplane. A three-view
drawing of the airplane is givtm in figure 1. A descrip-
tion, the general specifications, and several photographs
of the airplane were presented In reference 1. All the
control surfaces were metal-cove”red: The ailerons were
of tti Frise balance type and the elevator and rudder
had horn balances. There was a bobweight i.ntie elevator
system whioh required a pull force on the control wheel
of.approximately 10 pounds per g. The ailerons and the
eleva~ors were equipped with balancing tabs and the
~rudder with a spring tab. Cross sections of the wing and
of the horizontal and vertical tail surfaces are given in
figure 2. Figure 3 shows the variation of elevator osi-
tion with pos!tion-of the control column and figure E the
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‘‘ vai?iatldn.”of the elevator ba~anoing.tab angle”‘withthe .
elevator def’leotion. The stretoh in the elevator system
amounted to 1° per 25 pounds of control foroe”; Elevator
defleotlorlswere measured with respect to the stabilizer.
The stabilizer lnoidenoe was 1.2°”leading edge up and the
wing inoldence was 1.5°. “.

INSTRUMENTATION..

The instrumentation of tti airplane for the flying-
qualities tests has been descmtbed in reference 1. The
control surfaoe angles were measured at the Inboard ends
of the surfacesk Elevator control column and rudder
pedal positions were nmasured In the cockpit. To measure
the control-wheel foroes, the servloe wheel was replaced
with one on which strain gages were mounted.

Service indicated airspeed as’used herein corresponds
to the reading of a standard A-N type meter conneoted to
a pitot-statfl.osystem tklatis free from position error and
is defined by the formula:

VI = 45 .08fo ~

where Vi is in miles per hour, f. is th compressibility
correction “factorat sea level, and qc is the correct
difference between total and static pressures in inches
of water. Static pressure was measumd tith k swiveling
static head mounted 1 chord length ahead of and sllghtly
below the”right wing tip. The static head was calibrated
for posltfon error by means of a trailing airspeed bomb.
Total pressure was measured with a shielded total head
mounted at the right wing-tip.

TESTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

The results of the tests are evaluated in terms of
the speoifioations of referenoe 2.
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A. Longitudinal Stability and Control Characterlstios

l-A. Dyna.miolongitudinal stability

Short period oscillatlms were Induced In the
clem cdndi.tionwith engines idling and with rated power
at 150 and 250 miles per hour at ~ altitude of approxi-
mately 8000 feet. The procedure used was to trim the
airplane, then abruptly pull up to approximately 2g and
relea$e the control colum. Time historlas of two of these
puWups are presented in.figure 5. Oscillations of.the
elevator occurred which did not disappear immediately
although they damped out in 2 cycles or less. ‘I’heperiod
of the oscillation was short enough that the response of
the airplane was small, as shown by the records of normal
acceleration. There was a tendency for the airplane to
oscillate longitudinally in rough air which the pilot
notioed as a bouncing of the stick. It seems likely that
this tendency was caused by the bobweight.

2-A. Static longitudinal stability

The static longitudinal stability was measured
“ at three center-of-gravity positions, approximately 33.5,
36.5, end 38 percent mean aerodynamic chord with landing
gear up. The forward sb!ft of the center of gravity due
to lowering the landing gear WAS approxlmatel~ 1.5 percent
man aerodynamic chord. The weight of the airplane at
take-off varied from 19,300 to 19,&O0 pounds. In the
presentation of data,account has been taken of the effect
of fuel consumption on weight and center-of-gravity
position. The oondltions In which the airplane was tested
and the figures showing the data obtained for the three
center-of-gravity positions are indicated in the following
table:
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Condition

.“.!----- .~;m; . . . . .

I aet.ting

Rated
power .
clean

Gliding

Landing

Wave off

Approach

1Cruising,

I mudmum
range

.2650 rpm
7 pSi boost

●

Engines
idling

Engines
idling

2650 rpm
7 pSi boost

2650 ~m
O boost

2650 rpm
4 pSi boost

.-.. .

Flaps

up

up

Dthrn

Down.

Down

up

Land-
ing
gear

up

.up

.

Down

Down

Dminl

up

Shutters

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Approxi-
mate tr”im
speed
(mph)

280

Sam tab
Jetttigas
-ted-
clean

130

130

120

180

Flg-
lzre

6

7,10

8

8

9

9

Figures 6 to 9 contain plots of the variation
of elevator Dosition. elevator control force. sidesliu
angle, and &gle of bank in straight flight &gainst -
indicated SirsDeed. The variation of the elevator anszle
with normal-fo;ce coefficient and the Variation of el;vator
foroe divided by the dynamic pressure ‘e/q with normal-
foroe coefficient are p~esented in f~gure 1B for the
gliding condition. The stick-fixed and stick-free neutral
points were determined from the slopes of curves of this
type. The neutral points fon a @ven lift coefficient are
defined as the oente -of-gravity positions at whioh the

d(9e d~
slopes ~ and” d are zrero.

dCN
The dete~nation of

the neutral points in the clean rated-power, gliding,
landing, and wave-off conditions for several normal-
foroe coefficients is shown in figures 11 through 14.
Figure 15 shows the variation of stiok-fixed and stlok-
free neutral points with normal-force coefficient.
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fie”requlrempnts qf referenoe 2 stat~ that with”
the center of gravlty”at Its rearward limit, the vari~-
tlon of elevator angle with speed must ‘havea stable
slope within the speed range specified for a given flight .
oondition and the variatio of the elevator stick forqe. .
with speed shall be such that the forces are zero only .
at trim speed and that push forces are required to
increase.speed from trim and pull forces to decrease speed.
Information received from the British Air Comnlssion indi-
cated that the permissible aft center~of-gravity limit was
at 36 percent mean aerodynamic chord. It was assumed that
this limit was with the landing gear down end would there-
for% be 37.5 percent mean aerodynamic chord with the
landing gear retracted. The normal center-of-gravity
position for the test airplane at take-off was at approxi-
mately 35.5 percent mean aerodynamic ohord with the
landing gear down. The only subst~tial variation beside
that due to the landing gear was due to fuel consumption
whioh could cause forward shifts of the center-of-gravity
position of as much as ~.percent mean aerodynamic ohord.
Since the normal cente-r-of-gravityposition was close to
thq rearward llmit, the longitudinal stability is d.isoussed
in terms of the normal center-of-gravity position. sli@ltly
further aft loadings would occur if the long-range tanks
were replaced with four 500-pound bombs.

The following conclusions were reached regarding
t@ statlo longitudinal stability of the F-8 airplane from
examination of figures 6 to 9 and 15:

1. Rated-powe~, clean condition

Above 150 miles per hmir the airplane was
unstable stick fixed and neutrally stable stick
free with the normal center-of-gravity position,
37 percent mean aerodynamlc chord, when trimmed
for level flight (280 miles per hour). “

2. Gliding oondltlon

Above 150 miles per hour the airplane was
unstable stick fixed, but was stable stlok free
with the normal center-of-gravity position through-
out the speed range., There was some “indicationof
decreasing stick-free s.tab.ilityabove 300 miles per
hour. The trimming tab settings were the same aB in
the rated-power clean cond%tion. Note: The pre-
oedlng conditions correspond to the diving condition
of reference 2 but only extend to GO percent of the
maximum diving speed.
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., . 3. Landing condition. .

Wtth the normal oenter-of-gravityposition,
35 ● 5 Percent ~en aerodynamic chord, the airplane
was slightly unstable stiok fixed and stick free
exoept at the stalling speed when trimmed at
130 miles per hour.

k. Y’ave-offco’ndition

?Ith.the no~al center-of-gravity position the
airplane was ~stable stiok”flxed and stick free when
trimmed et 130 tniles”per hour.

5. Approach condition

With the normal center-of-gravity position,
35.5 percent mean aerodynamlo chord, the airplane
would be unstable stick fixed tid stick free for
a trim.speed of 120 miles per hour.

.6. Cruising maximum-range condition

The alrplsne would be neutrally stable both
stick fixed and stick free with the center of gravity
at 37 percent mean aeroilynsmlcchord when trimmed for
level flieht at 18o miles per hour.

7. Cmising condition

The stability in the cruising condition was
estimated by “malysis of the data for”the rated-
power, olean, and glldlng conditions. Except below
appro~mately 150 miles per hour the airplane would
be unstable sfick fixed. The airplane would be stable
stick free”with tti normal center~of’-gravityposition,
37 Perc~t mem aerodynamic chord.

8. General
. .

The static longitudinal stability requirements
., of referenoe 2 were not satisfied in any case except

that stick-free stablllty exlated in the cruising
and gliding conditions. The gradient of control
force with lndioated Airspeed whether stable or
unstable was small except near the stall. Both
stick-fixed and stick-free stability increased near
the stall.in all ~O1lditiOnSexcept wave off.

, .“
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3-A Longitudinal.Oontrol ‘ .

1. Longitudinal control in accelerated flight

a. Turns

The longitudinal stability and control
characteristics in accelerated flight were investi-
gated in turns made In the rated-power, clean con-
dition at an altitude of ap roximately 10,000 feet.

~A time history of a 3g, 180 left turn at 280 mllea
per hour IS presented in figure 16. Spot reoorda
were obtained in steady turns at 170, 230,
and 290 miles per hour at various accelerations.
Figure 17 presents curves of the.variation of elevator
control force with normal aoceleratlon at each speed
for four center-of-gravity positions. Figure 18
shows the varlatlon of elevator position with air-
plane normal-force coefficient In the turns.

The stick-fixed maneuver points were
deterrdned for a normal-force coefficient at the
mfddle of the rsnge covered for each speed as the
center-of-gravity positions wl~e values of the slope
d5e/dCIT are zero in figure 19. The stick-fixed
maneuver point was at approximately 34 percent mean
aerodynamic chcu?d.at an indicated airspeed of
290 miles per hour and a normal-foroe coeffic~ent
of 0.4.and moved aft with decreasing speed or
increasing normal-force coefficient.

The approximate change In elevator control
force In turns at2gand 3g with change in indicated
airspeed, shown in figure 20 at the fom:.test center-
of-gravity positions, was determined by cross-
plottlng the data of figure 17. The stick-free
maneuver points were determined from figure 17 for
an acceleration at tl:amiddle of the range covered
at each speed. The stick-free maneuver points are
the center-of-gr6vlty positions where values of the
slope dFe/dn are zero in f!gure 19. The symbol n
represents normal acceleration in gravitational units.
The stick-free maneuver point for a 2g turn at
290 miles.per hour was at approximately 39 percent
mean aerodynamic ohord and moved aft as the speed
decreased.
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Wth tie center of gravity at the normal
p-ositlon,~pproximately 37 percent mean aerod amlo

rohord with the landing gear retraoted, the F- air-
plane was stable stlok fixed for lQw-spee.dturns at
rated power.” The stablllty deoreased with-speed
until it beoame negati,veat 230 miles per hou’rfor
lift coefficients below 0.65 and at 290 tiles per
hour throughout the test range of lift ooeffioients.
However, the dangerous aft oenter-of-gravity limit,
defined as the point where the force per g beoomes
zero,””was.always aft of 39 percent mean aerodym+mlc
chord. The pilot nottoed that th stiok-fixed sta-
bility In turns was approximately neutral but did
not consider it to.be objectionable since the tome
was always in the right direotlon.

b. Abrupt Pull-ups

The elevator oqntrol force and response to
elevator control were investigated in abrupt pull-
ups in the clean oondltlon with power for level
fltght at 200 miles per hour In which the elevator
was deflected rapidly and returned to neutral end
fixed. The elapsed time required to defleot and
return the elevator was varied. This type of
maneuver has been used in some previous tests
to investigate undesirable control force character-
istics observed to occur in rapid maneuvers with
closely balanced el~vators. Time histories of
typical abrupt pull-ups are given in figure 21. The
variation of the gradient of stick force per unit
aooeleration Fe/n with the elapsed time to deflect
and return the elevator is presented in figure 22.
The increase in force for a given acceleration with
the rapidity of the maneuver Is approximately pro-
portional.to the Increase in elevator deflection
required. This Is an exploratory test for which no
definite requirements have been aet up. However,
the Increase of the foroe per g with the rapidity
of the qaneuver was oonsiddred to be satisfactory
and no undesirable characteristics in rapid maneuvers
were nQted. . . .

c. “Accelerationdue.te cooling shutters,.

An investigation was made at moderate
speeds of the effectiveness of the cooling shutters
aa dive recovery flaps. The shutters ara shown in
figure 1. The shutters extendbd from the fuselage

—— /
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to I& nac611e un.the fo~ard part of”the under ,
surfaceof the wing and had a ohord of 8.5 “@ches,
.Thedeflection between closed and ope~’postkion under
no load was 13ti5°0 Time histories of normdl accelera-
tion and of the position of the free elevator pro-
duced b$ opening the shutters after the airplane had
been trimmed at 200, 250, and 300 miles per hour In
the clean condition with power for level flight are
presented In figure 23. The resultlng normal accel-
eration increased steadily with speed and was approxi-
mately 2.2g at 300 miles per hour. This limited
investigation indicates the possibility that radiator
shutters of t~s type could also be made to serve as
dive recovery flaps.

2. tingltudinal control in landing

The Iongi$udinal control In landing was satis-
factory. With the center of gravity at 35 percent
landing gear down, about 12° of up-elevator.d&flec-
tlon or about one-half of that available was
required to lsnd. The corresponding control force
required in landing when the force had been trimmed
to zero at 125 miles per hour I.nthe lending con-
dition was approximately 50 pounds; pull~ This
force was equal to the maximum considered satis-
factory by the standards of reference 2. A time
history of a typical landin~ was presented in refer-
ence 1. . .

In connection with the landirigtests roug?a
measurements were made of the rate of descent of
the F-8 at a wing loading of /+2pounds per square foot
with two flap settings in the landing condition
(landfng gear down, engines idling). Figure ~
presents plots of rate of descent as a function of
indicated airspeed at an altitude of approximately
$000 feet and at sea level for the two flap settings.
The r’ateof descent at sn Indicated airspeed of
120 miles per hour (120 percent of the stalling
speed) at sea level was about 33 feet per second with
the flaps fully deflected or about 25 feet per seoond
with the flaps half deflected. It was Indicated in

reference 3, in the case of the B-26 airplane, that
25 feet per second was the maximum rate of descent
which the pilot considered to be acceptable. Landings
of the Mosquito were usually made with some power to
reducs the rate of descent somewhat.
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.. 3. Longitudinal control In take-off .

. . The power of the elevator to control the
longitudinal attitude during take-off was easily
adequate. However, due to the poor directional
control, which was discussed in reference 1, raising
the tail a% low speeds was likely to result in
violent yawing””tendenoles. A time history of a t-”
off in”which the tail was raised at approximately
45 miles per hour with the center-of-gravit at ~

T3595 percent mem aerodynamic chord using 8 or
about one-third down elevator deflection was pre- .
sented in referenoe 1.

b. Longitudinal trimming control

The variation with speed of the power of the
elevator trimming tab”in terms of pounds of control
force per degree of tab deflection is presented in
figure 25 for the four principal flight conditions.
The tabs on both elevators acted as both trimming
and balancing tabs. The ohange in ele~atm hinge
moment coefficient per de ree of trimming tab

Pdeflection was about 0.00! except in the rated-
power, clean condition at low s~eed.swhere the value
approached 0.006. It was possible to trim the elevator
control forces to zero throughout the test center-
of-gravity ran~e in any condition from the highest
speed reached to within a few percent of the stalling
speed.

5. Trim changes due to flaps and power

The longitudinal trim changes due to flaps,
landing gear, and power with the center of grav%ty
at 32 percent mean aerodynamic chord (landing gear
down) and with the elevator trimming tab set 4.9°
up from the elevator at 130 miles per hour were
nsasured to be as follows:

,

.—.-—. -
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. .

Position of

Flaps

Down

Down

Down

Down

up

up

up

Landing
gear

Down

Down

Down

up

up

up

up

Power setting “

Level flt ht (2650 rpm,
-4 psi?

Engines !dling

?ated (2650 rpti,7 PS1)

Rated (2650 rpm, 7 PSI)

Rated (2650 rpm, 7 psi)

2650 rpm, -4 psi

Engines idling

Approximate
elevato”r

zontrol force
(lb)

, 1 pull

7.5 pull

5 push

18 push

18.5 pull

27 pull

18.5 pull

The trim changes were not”excessive by the standards
of reference 1, but the nosing-up tendency due to
lowering the flaps was considered to be objectionable.

6. Pitching moment due to sidesllp

The pitching moment due to sideslip has been
discussed in reference 1. In power-on conditions of
fllght an undesirable pitching moment due to sideslip
and due to yawing velocity existed which made it
difficult to trim the airplane in rough air.

CONTROL FRICTION

The friction in the elevator. rudder. and aileron
svstems was measured on the scroundat abofit70° F in
t;ms of control forces. As-shown below the--aileron
frlotion requirement of reference 2 was not quite
satisfied on the test airplane.

—. ., --- . -,-,
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Friotion dt -
...

Maximum allowable
Control neutral def’leotionfrtotion at neutral

(lb) deflection
(lb)

Elevator ?5 .. *7

Rudder “ % *2O

Aileron *4 *3.5
1“

STALLTNG CHARACTERISTICS

Time histories of a stall approach and stall in

13

the
rated-power, clean, @lding, landing, and wnve-off condi-
tfl.onsam given In figares 26 through 29. The stalling
characteristics were good in all conditions. Stall warning
consisted of mild to severe buffeting accompanied by
pitching oscillations. Marked up-elevator motion a- an
increase in pull force occurred near the stall except
in the wave-off condition, where the warning was less
not~oe~ble. Lateral control could be maintained with
the ailerons after the buffeting a- pitching occurred.
At the stall there was a snatohing of the ailerons and
tb airplene rolled off’usually to the left. To recover
from the stall a downward movement of the elevator was all
that was required.

A time history of a 2g right windup turn to the stall
made in the rated-power,olean oonditlon is shown in fig-
ure 30. Near the stall there was an ~crease of pull
forae and up-elevator deflection and some buffeting of
the rtider.

From the data of the stall tests an W?proximte
determination of maxim normal-force coefficient was
made~ In the calculations aocount has been taken of
ths effect of fuel consumption on the weight and of
variation in normal woeleration from lg. Three stall
runs were available in each “ooridition.The maximum
soatter in the results was .ebqut*0.1. The following
table presents average v&lues of maximum normal-foroe
coefficient and the corresponding indicated airspeeds:

., ,-, , —-. ——..— . .
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Rated power ciean “90 -- 1.6
Gliding 115 “.; 1.25
Landing 100 ~“ 5
!Yaveoff i80 “. 2. 5
Approach 82 2.3

I I
. .

-CONCLUSIONS

,. -..

. . .

.

The results of the tests to detetine the longitudinal
stability.and control characteristics of an F-8 airplane
(AAF No. 43-3314690)may be sumtnarizedas follows: , - . “

. 1. Short-period longitudinal oscillations were
sattsfactorlly damped. However; there was a tendency for . “
the stick to bounce In rough air. ..

2; At the normal center-of-gravity positim, 37 per- ..’
mean aerodynamic chord with the landtng gear up, the air- . “
plane was sllghtly unstable stick fixed and stick~free - ..
In all conditions except that there was positive.stability,
stick free In the gliding and cruising maximum-range con- .
ditions, and also neutral stability stick fixed In the
cruising maximum-range condition.

3. At the normal center-of-gravity position 37 per-
cent mean aerodynamic chord during turns in the rated-
power,clean condition the airplane was unstable stlok
fixed at 230 miles per hour for lift coefficients below .
0.65 and at 290 tiles per hour throughout the test range “
of lift coefficients. The stick-free stability was
positive over the test range of speeds and llft coeffic-
ients. The range of force per g values encountered In .
the tests was between 7 and 35 pounds per g. Both of
these values are within the range specified for the
F-8 airplane. The dangerous aft center-of-gravity limit
was at 39 percent mean aerodynamic chord where the force
per g became zero. The control forces mequired for
abrupt elevator motions were aatisfactorlly large;

~. There was always sufficient elevator deflection
for longitudinal control during take-off and landing or
to reach the stall in straight or tuzmlng flight.

I
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5. The power of the elevator
‘quateand the trim changes due to
landin~ gear were not excessi~e.

15

trimming tabs was ade-
flaps, power, and
However. the dlreotlon

of thb-t-fi”mohange”due to lowering t~ fl~ps, a nosing-
up tendency, was considered to be objectionable.

6. The stalling oharaoteristics wer~ very good.
There.was adequate stall warning In the form oflmffeting
and a marked Increase in atablli.tynear the stall. The
stall warning was less pronounced In the wave-off oon-
dltlon. As the st~ll developed a pitohing osoillatlon
usually endued followed by a roll off to the left.
Control oould be maintained beyond the stall and reoovery
was aooomplished by simply pushing the wheel forward.

Langley ltemorialAeronautical Laborato~
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.

m- /
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Figure 1. - Three-view drawing of DeHa~illmd
Mosquito F-8 airplane.
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Vertica/ tail at t;p of fin

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOQ AERONAUTICS

(bJ Horizontal and vertical surfaces
Figure 2. - Concluded.
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a
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{~ Vi = 1’50milesperhour, (b).Vi = 250milesper~ouT,
rated power. enginesidling.

Figure5. - ShortpericdlongitudinaloscillationiII
the clean condition with -the center of
gravity at 36 percent mean aerodynamic
chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F-f3 airplane.
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(q).Center of gra?ity at 33.4 percent mean aerodynamic
chord, elevator trinning tabs 1.6 degrees up from

&t e elerator
?igure 6. - ma ic lo~it.udinal stability oharacteristioa In the

rated-power olean condition (265o rprn, 7 pal booet
at 6,OOO to 10,000 feet, abutters closed, flaps up,
landing Kaar up), Dekavllland Uoequito F-g airplane.
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M. Oenter of gravity at 36.g percent mean
aerodynamic chord, elevator trimming
tabs 1.9 degrees up.

Figuxe 6. - Continued.
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(c). Center of gravity at 3g.2 percent mean
aerodynamicchord, elevator trimming
tabs 2.3 degrees up.

Figure 6. - Concluded.
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(a) Center of gravity at 33..2 percent mean
aeralynamic ohord, elevator trimming
tabs 1.2 degrees up.

Figure 7. - Static longitudinal stability oharacter-
istlcs in the gliding condition (engines
idling, at 6,G30 to 10,000 feet, shutters
closed., flaps up, landing gear up) De-
Havilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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(V. center of gravity at 36.~ percent ❑ ean
aerodynamic chord, elevator trimming
tabs 2.0 degrees up.

Figure 7. - ‘Continued.
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(a Landing condition engines idling, center (b). Wave-of f condit ion, rated power (265o rpm,
of gravity at #!.0 percent mean aero- 7 pSi boost), center of gravity at 31.9
dynamiC chord, elevator trimming tabe
2.6 degrees’up

percent mean aerodynamic chord, elevator
trimming tabs 5.6 degrees up.
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(c).
‘a2i~t.ZO~tEiZF’GZ’Zr2~Gi”

@l. Wave-off condition, center of gravity at
34.4 percent ❑ ean aerodynamic chcrd,

chcrd, elevator trimming tabs 3.8 elevatcr trimming tabe 7.2 dekJree8 up.
degrees up.

Figure 8. - Continued.
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(e) Lanolin condition, center of gr,avity
at j~.1 percent mean .aercdynamic

(f). Wave-off condition, center .of gravity
at 36.2 percent ❑ean aerodynamic

chord, elevator trimming tabs chord, elevator trimming tabs 7.2
7.2 degrees up. degrees up.

Figure g. - Concluded.
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(4 Approach condition, (flaps down,
landing gear down, 26~0 rpm,

(U. Cruising, maximum range conditions

O boost , shutters open) , center
(flaps up, land ing gear up 265o rpm,

of gravity at 31.S percent mean
k psi boost, shutteTs open~ , center
of gravity at 33.3 percent mean aero-

iiezGdyi,amic chord, elevator dynamic chord,
trimming tabs 5.1 degrees up.

elevator trimming tabs
l.g degrees up.

Figure 9. - Static longitudinal stability characteristics at 6,OOO to
10,000 feet, DeHavilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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(c> Approach condition, center of (dh Cruising maximum-range con-
gravity at 36.o ercent mean

$
dltlon, center, of gravity

aerodynamic chor , elevator at 37.5 percent ❑ ean aero-
trimmtig tabs 7.2 degrees up. dynamic chord, elevator

trimming tabs 2.g degrees up.

Figure 9. Concluded.
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Figure 10. - Variation of elevator deflection md
elevator force divided by dynamic
preaeure with normal force coef-
ficient for the gliding condition,
DeHavilland iIo”squltoF-g airplane.
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Figure 11. - Determination of neutral points for the
rated-power clean condition, De-
Havilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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Figure 12. - Determination of neutral points for the
gliding condition, DeHavilland Mosquito
F-8 airplene.
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Figure 13. - Determination of”neutral points for
the landing condition, DeHavilland
Mosquito F-8 airplane.”
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Figure 14. - Determination of neutral points for
the “wave-off condition, DeHavilland
Mo8qulto F-8 airplane.
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Figure 15..- 9ummaryplot”ofthevariationof theneutral
pointsuithnormalforcecoefficient,De-
HavlllandMosquito~-~airplane.
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Figure 16. - Time history of a 180 degree, 3 g left turn at
2g0 ❑iles per hour, center of gravity at 33.2
percent, DeHav.lllandldo8quitoF% airplane.
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Figure lg. - Variation of elevator deflection with normal foroe
Coeffloient In conetant speed turns, DeHavilland
Mosquito F-?! airplane.
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Figure 19. - Determination,of maneuver points for the rated-
power clean condition, DeHavillard Mosquito
F-g airplane.
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Figure 20. - Approximate veria.tion of elevstor oontzel force
with air~eed in turns, ~cceleratlon constant,
DeHavillad Mosquito F-g airplane.
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Figure 21. - Time histories of rapid pull-ups at 200 miles per
hour in the clean condition with power for level
flight (P650rpm, O boost, center of gravity at
33 percent mean aerodynamic chord, DeHavilland
Mosquito F-$ airplarre.
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Figure 22. - Variation of elevator COntrOl force per g with the
rapidity of the m-euver, ?l.ean condition with
power for level flight at 200 miles per hour,
center of gravity at 33 percent mean aerodynamic
chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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Figure 23.- Time histor~es of normal acceleration, elevator position
a~d indicated airspeed caused by opening the cooling
shutters while trimmed in the power on, clean condition
with elevator free, center of gravity at 32 perc~nt med
aerod~namic chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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Figure 24. - Rate of descent in the landing condition
(landing gear down, en ines idl’ing)
at a wing loading of 4$ pounds per square
foot, DeHavilland Mosquito F-8 airplane.
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Figure 26. - Time history-of a stall in the rated-power clean
condition, center of gravity at 36.g percent
“mean aerodynamic chord, DeHavilland Mosquito
F-g airplane.
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Figure 27.- Time history of = stall in the gliding condition,
center of gravity at 36.4 percent mean aerodynamic
chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F-g airplane.
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Figure 2S. - Time history of a stall in the landing oondition,
oenter of gravity ,at 34.6 peroent mean aerodynamic
chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F+ airplane.
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Figure 29.- Time history of a stall in the Wave-off condition,
center of gravity at 34.4 peroent mean aerodynamic
chord, DeHavilland Mosquito F-6 airplane.
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Figure 30. - Time history of,a 2 g wi”ndup turn from 2CCI miles
per hour to the stall warning in the rated-power
clean conditian, center of gravity at 33.2 peroent
mean aerodynamic chord, DeHavillsnd Mosquito
F-S airplane.
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